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Abstract. At least six intense nonthermal planetary radio emissions are known in our solar
system: the auroral radio emissions from the Earth, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune, and
the radio bursts from the Io-Jupiter flux tube. The former are thought to be driven by the
solar wind flow pressure or energy flux on the magnetospheric cross-section, while the latter
is a consequence of the Io-Jupiter electrodynamic interaction. Although in the solar wind, the
flow ram pressure largely dominates the magnetic one, we suggest that the incident magnetic
energy flux is the driving factor for all these six radio emissions, and that it can be estimated
in the same way in all cases. Consequences for the possible radio emission from extrasolar
planets are examined. “Hot Jupiters”, if they are magnetized, might possess a radio emission
several orders of magnitude stronger than the Jovian one, detectable with large ground-based
low-frequency arrays. On another hand, “giant” analogous to the Io-Jupiter interaction in the
form of a pair star/hot-Jupiter are unlikely to produce intense radio emissions, unless the star
is very strongly magnetized.
Introduction
The Earth and the four giant planets Jupiter produce nonthermal cyclotron
radio emissions in the kilometer to decameter wavelength range, depending
on the planetary magnetic field intensity [see e.g. Zarka, 1998, 2000, and
references therein]. The most intense components originate from strongly
magnetized regions of their magnetospheres, where the local electron plasma
frequency (f
pe
) is much smaller than the gyrofrequency (f
ce
). These com-
ponents are attributed to a cyclotron-maser process fed by unstable elec-
trons distributions with characteristic energy of a few keV. Both prequisites
(f
pe
 f
ce
and presence of unstable keV electron distributions) are fulfilled
along auroral, high magnetic latitude ( 70o) field lines in both hemispheres,
from slightly above the planetary surface up to a few radii. The precipitating
electrons are thought to be accelerated in the magnetotail and/or at the magne-
topause. But energetic electrons are also produced through the interaction of
the Galilean satellite Io with the Jovian magnetosphere, and precipitate along
Jovian field lines down to their footprints at northern and southern magnetic
latitudes about 60o   65o, producing the intense “Io-induced” decameter
radio emission, also attributed to a cyclotron-maser process. A similar but
c
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2less energetic phenomenon may occur in the interaction of Ganymede’s mag-
netosphere with Jupiter’s one (see below). We suggest here that the output
power of these planetary “radio generators”is ultimately related to the sweep-
ing of an obstacle (planet or satellite) by a magnetized flow (solar wind or
Jovian magnetospheric plasma), derive the corresponding “efficiency”, and
extrapolate this result to the case of hot Jupiters.
Physical properties and emitted power of magnetospheric radio
emissions
Decades of measurements and theoretical studies of these radio emissions
allowed to derive their general characteristics. They are (1) generated near the
local gyrofrequency f
ce
, on the extraordinary (X) magneto-ionic mode; (2)
very intense, with a brightness temperature up to 1015 K; (3) beamed at rela-
tively large angle with respect to the local magnetic field ( 30o, up to 90o),
along the walls of a conical sheet a few degrees thick; and (4) covering a broad
frequency range, from nearly zero to the maximum gyrofrequency close to the
planetary surface (i.e. f <f >). They are also 100% polarized, circularly
or elliptically, but this property will not intervene in the following analysis.
From their average spectrum width, flux density and beaming, it is possible
to deduce their average radiated radio power Pr, found to cover 4 orders of
magnitude, from 4:106 W in the case of Neptune’s kilometric radio emissions
(North + South), to 1010 W for the Io-induced and 4:1010 W for the Jovian
auroral components [Zarka et al., 2000].
Solar wind influence and radio Bode’s law
The fact that the solar wind “controls” in some way the auroral radio emis-
sions of the five “radio planets” has been demonstrated through numerous
correlations of the variations of the solar wind conditions (density, velocity,
interplanetary magnetic field -IMF-, and especially ram pressure) at these
planets with their output radio power [Zarka et al., 2000; and references
therein]. Studies of the long-term variations of the Jovian radio and plasma
waves observed by Ulysses [Reiner et al., 2000] and Galileo [Louarn et al.,
1998] even suggest that the Jovian magnetospheric dynamics at large may
be controlled by the solar wind. At Saturn, the auroral radio radiation is vir-
tually turned off when Saturn’s magnetosphere is engulfed in Jupiter’s huge
magnetotail [Desch, 1983]. This led Desch and Kaiser [1984], followed by
Zarka [1992], to establish an empirical scaling law based on the correlation
of the average auroral radio power (P
r
) of the five radio planets with the
incident kinetic power (P
ram
) due to the solar wind ram pressure ("
ram
) on
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Figure 1. (a) Initial radio Bode’s law for the auroral radio emissions of the five radio planets
(Earth, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune) [Desch & Kaiser, 1984; Zarka, 1992]. J
D
and
J
H
correspond resp. to the decameter and hectometer Jovian components. The dashed line
has a slope of 1 with a proportionality constant of 7:10 6. Error bars correspond to the typical
uncertainties in the determination of average auroral radio powers. (b) Magnetic radio Bode’s
law with auroral and Io-induced emissions (see text). The dotted line has a slope of 1 with a
constant of 3:10 3 .
their magnetosphere cross-sectional area. This law writes:
P
r
= P
ram
= "
ram
V R
2
mp
with "
ram
= (N
o
=d
2
)m
p
V
2 (1)
with R
mp
the dayside magnetopause distance, N
o
the average solar wind
density at 1 AU (7 cm 3), V the solar wind speed (400 km/s), d the
planet’s orbital radius in AU, m
p
the proton mass, and  the efficiency ratio
(P
r
=P
ram
). Using for R
mp
the values measured by the Voyager spacecraft
[see Zarka, 1992], one obtains the excellent correlation illustrated in Figure
1a with   7:10 6 (dashed line), slightly higher than the value derived by
Desch and Kaiser [1984]. Note that although the planetary rotation is thought
to play a role (e.g. via the centrifugal force) in particle acceleration and
auroral processes, especially for rapidly rotating planets as Jupiter, no such
correlation can be found between the auroral radio power and the planetary
rotation (kinetic moment or typical corotation electric field).
The solar wind being magnetized, the term "
ram
should also include a
contribution of the IMF pressure "
imf
= B
2
=2
o
with B the IMF am-
plitude perpendicular to the solar wind speed in the obstacle’s frame (we
neglect the thermal pressure term Nk[T
e
+ T
i
]). Beyond 1 AU from the
Sun, the IMF becomes nearly azimuthal, along the Parker spiral, so that
B  B
az
 (B
s
R
2
s


s
)=(V r) with B
s
the equatorial solar surface mag-
netic field (1.5 Gauss), R
s
the solar radius, 

s
the angular frequency of
the solar rotation (2 27 days 1) and r the radial distance in meters. It
can be checked that beyond 1 AU, "
ram
="
imf
 400, which explains that
the IMF pressure is generally neglected. However, as both pressure terms
have the same dependance with the radial distance (i.e. in d 2 or r 2), the
correlation of Figure 1a still holds for the auroral radio power versus the
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4incident magnetic energy flux, i.e.
P
r
= P
imf
= "
imf
V R
2
mp
(2)
but with an efficiency ratio   3:10 3  400. We conclude that if the
conversion of incident magnetic energy into electron acceleration -for exam-
ple through magnetic reconnection- is much more efficient (> 400) than
the conversion of the incident solar wind kinetic energy, then the former may
actually drive the processes leading to auroral radio emission generation.
Io-induced radio emission
Because it is generated near Io’s magnetic flux tube -IFT-, deeply embed-
ded in Jupiter’s internal magnetosphere, the Io-induced radio emission is -as
expected- independent of solar wind conditions. The interaction of Io with
the Jovian magnetic field is thought to generate Alfve`n waves [Neubauer,
1980], whose associated parallel electric field may accelerate electrons to
keV energies or more [Crary, 1997]. The power dissipated in the Io-Jupiter
electrodynamic circuit has been estimated in various ways. Observations of
the IFT footprints in the far-UV [Prange´ et al., 1996] and IR [Connerney et al.,
1993] ranges allowed to estimate the energy budget of electron precipitations
along the IFT, and to derive a precipitated power of a few1011 W per hemi-
sphere. Crary [1997] obtained a similar value for the precipitated power of
electrons accelerated by Alfve`n waves. This value is consistent with the upper
limit, about 1012 W per hemisphere, deduced from the product of the current
flowing between Io and Jupiter (a few 106 A, based on Voyager magnetic
field measurements [Acun˜a et al., 1981]) by the voltage drop across Io (V =
2R
Io
E = 2R
Io
jv B
J
j  5:10
5 V, v(57 km/s) being the relative velocity
between Io and the corotating Jovian magnetosphere and B
J
(0.02 G) being
the Jovian field amplitude at Io’s orbit). Neubauer [1980], via a nonlinear
MHD analysis of the Alfve`n wing current, also derived a maximum dissipated
power in the circuit: assuming a simple distribution of current around Io, he
derived a maximum Joule dissipationP
d
= R
2
Io
E
2

a
, with E =  v  B
J
the background electric field and 
a
the conductance of the Alfve`n wave
current tubes acting like an “external load” for the circuit. For an incident
flow perpendicular toB
J
;
a
= 1=
o
v
a
(1+M
2
a
)
1=2
=M
a
=
o
v(1+M
2
a
)
1=2
.
After some rearrangement, we get:
P
d
= [2M
a
=(1 +M
2
a
)
1=2
](B
2
J
=2
o
)vR
2
Io
 10
12
W (3)
with M
a
( 0:3) the Alve`nic Mach number of the Jovian magnetospheric
flow past Io.
With a total dissipated power (North + South) of 1  2 1012 W and an av-
erage Io-induced radio power 1010 W, we obtain an overall radio efficiency
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5 5 10 10
 3
, close to the above “radio-to-magnetic” efficiency  of auroral
radio emissions, as illustrated on Figure 1b. Comparing equations (2) and (3),
it is interesting to note that the latter actually represents the magnetic energy
flux incident on Io’s cross sectional area (or rather that of its ionosphere).
The only difference comes from the factor 2M
a
=(1 +M
2
a
)
1=2
, which may
take values between  2M
a
(for M
a
< 1) and 2 (forM
a
 1), and is thus
always close to unity.
Magnetic radio Bode’s law and applications to solar system objects
It appears thus that (i) we can estimate the power dissipated in the interaction
of a magnetized flow with an obstacle simply by computing the intercepted
flux of magnetic energy
P
d
 B
2
=2
o
vR
2
obs
(4)
where B is the magnetic field amplitude perpendicular to the flow speed in
the obstacle’s frame (B2v = B (vB) in (4)), and that (ii) accelerated elec-
trons and the subsequent cyclotron-maser radio emission that they generate
are produced with a quasi-constant efficiency, i.e.
Pr    P
d
(5)
The fact that we found similar radio-to-magnetic efficiencies (  3 10 10 3)
for apparently very different flow-obstacle interactions -solar wind with a
magnetized planet, or rotating magnetosphere with a satellite’s ionosphere-
may seem coincidental, but it is probably due to more fundamental reasons
as qualitatively discussed below.
In both configurations, the incident magnetic energy is partly used to ac-
celerate electrons to keV energies. These electrons then follow magnetic field
lines towards the central magnetized body (the planet in both cases), where
they generate cyclotron-maser radio emission with a maximum efficiency
about 1% of their total energy [Pritchett, 1986; Galopeau et al., 1989]. An
overall radio-to-magnetic efficiency 3 10 10 3 implies that the production
of accelerated electrons taps the incident unperturbed magnetic energy flux
with an efficiency of30 to 100%. But the incident magnetic field is strongly
enhanced through pile-up ahead of the obstacle, so that, even taking into ac-
count the associated slow-down of the flow, the actual conversion efficiency
from magnetic energy into electrons energy should rather be 3-10%.
In the case of Io-Jupiter interaction, the Jovian magnetic field pressure
largely dominates the plasma flow pressure and the interaction is sub-Alfve`nic,
so that the field lines pile-up is moderate. Downstream, “released” field lines
are perturbed by Alfve`n waves, whose associated parallel electric field may
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6accelerate electrons to keV energies. The ultimate energy source tapped by
the Io-Jupiter electrodynamic interaction, via Jovian magnetic field lines, is
actually the planet’s rotational energy. Conversely, the solar wind is weakly
magnetized, and its interaction with a planetary magnetosphere is strongly
super-Alfve`nic and causes tight IMF draping around the magnetopause (as an
extreme case of Alfve`n wings), leading to magnetic field amplitude enhance-
ment (for example up to 7 at Saturn, i.e. 50 for the magnetic pressure
[Ness et al., 1981]), in this case at the expense of the solar wind flow (kinetic)
energy. keV electrons are thought to be accelerated by parallel electric fields
associated with Kelvin-Helmholtz waves along the dayside magnetopause
[e.g. Galopeau et al., 1995], or via magnetic reconnection at the nose of the
magnetopause or in the magnetotail [e.g. Russell, 2000].
Taken as an empirical law, it is interesting to apply the above magnetic
radio Bode’s law to other solar system objects:
 To estimate the intensity of the Ganymede-Jupiter electrodynamic interac-
tion, we shall simply use equation (4) with B the Jovian field at Ganymede’s
orbit (120 nT), v the Jovian magnetospheric flow velocity relative to the
satellite (176 km/s), and R
obs
the radius of Ganymede’s magnetosphere (
2R
g
withR
g
 2600 km [Kivelson et al., 1998]). We obtain thusP
d
 9:10
10
W, i.e. one order of magnitude less than the Io-Jupiter interaction. We expect
thus a Ganymede-induced radio emission 10 weaker than the Io-induced
one. Such a weak “Ganymede control” indeed seems to exist in Galileo’s
long-term observations of Jupiters radio emissions [Menietti et al., 1998].
 The same calculation applied to the satellite Dione, suspected to exert
some control on Saturn’s radio emissions [Desch and Kaiser, 1981], gives
P
d
 2:10
8 W, and thus a negligible expected effect. The electrodynamic
influence of Titan seems even smaller with P
d
 10
7 W.
 Finally, the case of Mercury in the solar wind, with a magnetosphere ra-
dius  1:5R
m
and an incident magnetic pressure  5 that at the Earth,
leads to P
d
 4:10
8 W, and thus to P
r
 10
6 W. This radio power is
probably trapped in Mercury’s magnetosphere, because the electron cyclotron
frequency at Mercury’s magnetosphere is lower than the plasma frequency in
the surrounding solar wind.
Radio emissions from hot Jupiters ?
Hot Jupiters, i.e. giant planets orbiting a few solar radii away from their solar-
type star, represent 50% of the ' 40 exoplanets discovered up to now
(see www.obspm.fr/planets). Assuming that their parent stars emit a solar-
like wind, the extrapolation of equations (4) and (5) to the case of these
planets is very interesting, because closer than 0.2 AU ( 40R
s
) from the
central star, the radial component of the IMF (B
r
= B
s
R
2
s
=r
2
) begins to
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Figure 2. (a) Jovian magnetosphere radius versus distance from the Sun (or solar-type star).
The magnetosphere shrinks but remains detached from the star (first bissecting line is dashed).
“J” indicates Jupiter’s orbital distance (5.2 AU), and “HJ” typical hot Jupiters’ orbits (at
 10R
S
). (b) Incident flow kinetic (ram) and magnetic (IMF) powers on a Jovian magne-
tosphere’s cross-section, versus distance from the star. The dip in the magnetic power comes
from the aberration effect due to the planet’s orbital velocity (at the dip, the IMF is parallel to
the flow in the planet’s frame).
dominate the azimuthal one. As this radial component increases in r 2, the
associated magnetic pressure increases in r 4, and due to the aberration effect
caused by the planet’s orbital velocity, it still contributes significantly to the
perpendicular field component B in (4).
If the hot Jupiter is magnetized, its magnetopause radius will shrink with
decreasing distance from the star due to the increase of the stellar wind ram
and magnetic pressures, as illustrated on Figure 2a for a Jupiter-like planet.
Figure 2b combines this magnetospheric shrinking with the ram and magnetic
pressure increases to display the incident kinetic (ram) and magnetic powers
on the magnetosphere cross-section. It appears that at 10 R
s
from the star, (i)
both contributions become roughly equivalent, and (ii) the incident magnetic
power is  104 higher than at Jupiter’s orbit (5 AU). According to (5),
the radiated radio power should be increased by about the same factor, and
make the auroral radio emission of magnetized hot Jupiters detectable above
galactic background fluctuations from a range of up to 15-20 parsecs, with
the largest available radiotelescopes [Zarka et al., 1997]. Of course, according
to (4), still more intense radio emissions could be produced by hot Jupiters
orbiting stars blowing a faster and/or more strongly magnetized wind than the
Sun.
If the hot Jupiter is unmagnetized, for example because its magnetic field
has decayed due to the tidal lock of the planet’s rotation and orbital periods
[see e.g. Farrell et al., 1999], then the planet-star electrodynamic interaction
may be a giant version of the Io-Jupiter one (the distance of 10R
S
also cor-
responds to the limit between the sub- and super-Alfve`nic regimes). Electrons
may be accelerated by the Alfve`nic disturbances of the stellar magnetic field
lines sweeping by the planet’s ionosphere, and precipitate towards the star
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8itself. However, due to the presence of the star’s corona, much denser than a
planetary magnetospheric environment, the condition f
pe
 f
ce
is generally
not fulfilled close to the star, so that the cyclotron-maser will not be able to
produce intense radio waves. This process may work occasionally when the
planet crosses exceptionally large magnetic loops connecting intense mag-
netic spots on the star’s surface, or on a more regular basis in the case of
strongly magnetized stars (typically with a magnetic field  10   100
that of the Sun). It might then be a good idea to search (e.g. through radial
velocity measurements) for exoplanets near magnetic dwarves or other radio
flaring stars, but the more fundamental search, which could validate the above
magnetic radio Bode’s law, consists in searching for radio emissions from
already discovered hot Jupiters. This search is in progress.
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